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Behavior Analysis for Lasting Change
1991

introduces the concepts and methods of applied behavior analysis based on solid theory and
research provides strategies for developing and implementing solutions to problem situations
emphasizes a systems approach as a means of initiating more effective and durable change

Lasting Female Educational Leadership
2012-08-14

our colleges and universities are being led in large part by baby boomers who are now in later
midlife huge numbers of those middle aged leaders will retire within the next 10 years while we
know that being in later midlife and impending retirement must influence a person in a leadership
position at an institution of higher learning we don t really understand how this book is based upon
an empirical study that linked higher education leadership to one aspect of midlife known as
generativity this psychosocial phenomenon was described by erik erikson as a desire that peaks in
midlife to leave something for future generations before one dies generativity typically manifests
itself in the legacy one intends to leave the author of this book has completed a multiple case study
of women who are in later midlife and who hold high level leadership positions at an institution of
higher learning in this work she shares more than has ever been known about the nature
antecedents and support of generativity in the leadership of female higher education leaders in
midlife

Berkeley’s Lasting Legacy
2011-01-18

george berkeley 1685 1753 is with john locke and david hume one of the three major figures in the
british empiricist school of philosophy he has been the centre of much attention recently and his
philosophical profile has gradually changed in the 20th century he was almost exclusively known
for his denial of the existence of matter as this term was defined in those days but today it is no
longer reasonable to confine an account of berkeley to the challenging philosophical inventions that
he published when he was a young fellow at trinity college in dublin this is a welcome trend it
shows berkeley as a contributor not only to epistemology metaphysics and moral and social
philosophy but also to a wide range of subjects including mathematics philosophy of science
empirical psychology political economy and monetary policy the present collection aims at meeting
this new trend by presenting a broad and comprehensive picture of berkeley s works in their
historical context the contributors are some of the finest international experts in the field the
editors hope that this collection will show george berkeley as he was a wide ranging widely
influential and courageous philosophical innovator this volume has been published to celebrate the
300th anniversary of george berkeley s principles

Pandemnomics: The Pandemic's Lasting Economic Effects
2022-01-19

this book comprehensively addresses the economic and social implications of the covid 19
pandemic in each chapter of the book the effects of the pandemic on different economic and
financial sectors are discussed the book tackles many topics and issues that are of relevance in the
post pandemic world some of these issues are the effects of the pandemic on countries budgets tax
systems financial and economic policies and management in addition the evaluation of the
pandemic in terms of migration and refugees the historic comparison of its effects with other
pandemics the social media reflections of the pandemic and the global governance discussions the
book also considers the effects of pandemic on the use of digital currencies and the effects of
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digitalization of employment and robot employment

Lasting Effects After Preschool
1979

methods of improving business processes are developed on an ongoing basis but few are successful
common problems encountered include the failure of processes to meet expectations and the
inability to sustain or replicate these business processes involvement of personnel at grassroots
level as well as at management level is essential in implementing effective process improvement
methods the authors present a step by step approach to the issue of effective process improvement
offering more than 200 tips and guidelines as well as addressing specific common problems and
issues the strategy presented is to take a broad and intuitive but learned view of process
improvement methods and the tactics expounded are based on guidelines common faults and
lessons learned the authors disparage process improvement operations that depend on jargon and
the support of just upper management and promote grassroots involvement and self sustaining
measurement making this an essential guide for all with involvement in process improvement

Oversight on Head Start, lasting effects
1980

since 1990 the dept of defense s dod management of its major weapon acquisitions has been
designated as a high risk area however dod s problems delivering weapon systems on time at the
estimated cost in the planned amounts and with the promised performance go back decades this
statement describes the poor outcomes on weapon system investments that make reform
imperative attributes of the requirements funding and acquisition processes that will need to
change for reform to be effective and positive steps that congress and dod have taken to improve
weapon program outcomes illustrations

The Lasting Impacts of Job Corps Participation
1980

in this provocative book the creation of product durability and the design of longer lasting products
emerge as an absolutely vital element in the pursuit of sustainability its multi disciplinary approach
consolidates the significant growth in product life span knowledge from an impressive range of
experts contributors to longer lasting products discuss the different means of product life historical
design engineering marketing law politics consumer behaviour technology and systems of provision
and the economic context of each

Lasting Solutions to High Risk Programs
1997

the present economic system requires us to consume and throw away more and more goods yet
often it s our desire and the best interests of the environment for these goods to last the
contributors to this book who comprise many of the most significant international thinkers in the
field explore how longer lasting products could offer enhanced value while reducing environmental
impacts if we created fewer but better quality products looked after them carefully and invested
more in repair renovation and upgrading would this direct our economy onto a more sustainable
course the solution sounds simple yet it requires a seismic shift in how we think whether as
producers or consumers and our voracious appetite for novelty the complex range of issues
associated with product life spans demands a multidisciplinary approach the book covers historical
context design engineering marketing law government policy consumer behaviour and systems of
provision it addresses the whole range of consumer durables vehicles kitchen appliances audio
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visual equipment and other domestic products furniture and floor coverings hardware garden tools
clothing household textiles recreational goods and diy goods as well as the re use of packaging
longer lasting products provides policy makers those involved in product design manufacturing and
marketing and all of us as consumers with clear and compelling guidance as to how we can move
away from a throwaway culture towards an economy sustained by more durable goods

105-1 Hearings: Lasting Solutions to High Risk Programs,
S.Hrg. 105-194, May 1, 1997
1997

ludwig wittgenstein 1889 1951 has exerted a more powerful influence on contemporary philosophy
than any other twentieth century thinker but what is the nature of this influence and why has it
proved so enduring in wittgenstein s lasting significance twelve contemporary philosophers explore
the issues surrounding wittgenstein s importance and relevance to modern thought their articles all
of which are published here for the first time cover the entirety of wittgenstein s major publications
the tracatus logico philosophicus philosophical investigations on certainty and remarks on the
foundations of mathematics they discuss how much originality and continuity can be found in
wittgenstein s thought how he relates to current traditions and movements within philosophy and
what we can learn from his conceptions of language knowledge mathematics and logic the
international set of contributors are renowned for their work in both wittgenstein studies and other
fields of philosophy making wittgenstein s lasting significance an important collection for anyone
interested in contemporary philosophy

Achieve Lasting Process Improvement
2009-11-03

this revised and updated guide presents a proven method for policy and health professionals to
promote community based progress in developing nations daniel c and carl e taylor built their
decades long careers by partnering with key thinkers to combat inequity environmental
degradation and globalization their innovative seed scale model enables people to transform their
communities by analyzing their local context in relation to the global taking appropriate actions
based on their priorities and resources and assessing what next steps may be needed for continuing
progress just and lasting change describes step by step how the seed scale model can be effectively
implemented drawing from a variety of personal experiences and case studies the authors describe
historical attempts to promote social development as well as current efforts in south america africa
and asia this wide ranging book touches on examples of community based change from abraham
lincoln s leadership style to the green bay packers s ownership model it also explores thematic
global examples from the anti smoking campaign green revolution child survival revolution and
urban agriculture this second edition is fully revised and updated with five completely new chapters
thirteen years of scholarship and global evidence new contributions from leading international
experts in community based development and public health

Defense Acquisitions: Charting a Course for Lasting Reform
2010

long lasting peaces overcoming the war peace hiatus for a sustainable future is composed by seven
chapters distributed in 3 parts destined to provoke reflections about a common theme the existent
obstacles and plausible solutions to achieve sustainable peaces each one of the articles discusses in
a critical perspective important issues of the international agenda among the matters it can be
found the participation of belligerent actors as a means to an effective peace accord the
contradiction between structural violence and formal peace in south america the promotion of
women equity in peace processes ethnic tensions and the achievement of peace through justice new
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perspectives on food security and its impacts on refugees and idps environmental commitments to
lessen climate change and mechanisms for socioeconomic human development

Longer Lasting Products
2010

transform your team during crises and establish an enthusiastic and strategic culture in an
approach similar to the way a doctor reads a chart and runs tests to diagnosis an illness
prescription for lasting success offers a practical system for solving problems in an organization
leaders can get back on track and increase their effectiveness in spite of significant change readers
learn to diagnose the 4 ps purpose passion planning and people using the 4 ps model the book gives
practical suggestions to help teams businesses and associations increase their effectiveness and
help organizations transform into dynamic profitable entities particular focus is given to finding
ways to incorporate purpose and ignite passion into the workplace and remove obstacles to peak
performance addresses how the model can be used to achieve peak performance in the workplace
and maintain it over an extended period of time dr susan reynolds is president and ceo of the
institute for medical leadership a former emergency physician emergency medical center ceo and
white house health care advisor dr reynolds is the creator and program director for the highly
acclaimed chief of staff boot camps get the right prescription for your organization s issues and
help them thrive even in times of great challenge

Longer Lasting Products
2012-09-28

a lasting relationship of love or friendship is planning beyond feelings or emotions this is what
cristina rebiere asserts in an effecient demonstration of the ins and outs of communication truth
and self knowledge within a work of unique clarity in a simple and direct language she puts us in
front of the mirror and shows us our own routines and the constant and liberating questioning that
will enable us to realize that rationality is not the enemy of love it does not take away anything from
it but on the contrary allows us to extract from a relationship what is best in ourselves ensuring its
perenniality

Wittgenstein's Lasting Significance
2004-08-02

have you ever wanted or even tried to change your own behaviour or the behaviour of other people
no doubt the answer is yes have your attempts at behaviour change been successful in the short
term as well as the long term all too frequently the answer is no our society is filled with an array of
behaviour change strategies that all fall under the category of management relief and solution
based strategies and herein lays the error it is these strategies that are failing our society as a
whole as at the very best they offer short term behaviour change but rarely lasting change when
observing what is going on on a daily basis you will see behaviour challenges in the areas of
education mental health justice disability and that society as a whole is getting worse this does not
make sense in a world where there are more resources than ever before unless of course our
current resources are not truly supporting the body life skills program embraces that lasting
change is our way forward if we are to bring true change to the quality of the life of individuals
families workplaces and society as a whole this third book in the body life skills series introduces
simple practical and effective ways that will support lasting behaviour change in both a personal
and professional capacity this book offers a way forward to bring about lasting behaviour change
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Just and Lasting Change
2016-06-19

the global fund and the world health org who evaluated the impact of recent investments in malaria
control by conducting field evaluations in zambia ethiopia ghana and rwanda in nov dec 2007 the
main interventions were nationwide dist of long lasting insecticidal nets llins and artemisinin
combination therapy acts medicines clinical data was reviewed at rural hospitals and health centers
geographically distributed in each of 4 countries there was strong evidence that the combination of
llins delivered during mass dist to all children under 5 years or all households and nationwide dist
of acts in the public sector was assoc with widespread decline of over 50 in in patient malaria and
deaths in rwanda and ethiopia tables and graphs

The Long-Lasting Quest for Nuclear Interactions: The Past,
the Present and the Future
2021-01-05

living with confidence is about having the courage to live the life you want unlock your confidence
offers a complete step by step hands on personal empowerment course using tried and tested tools
and techniques quizzes and exercises to help you to understand where are you are now in life
where you want to be and how to get there psychologist teacher and life coach dr gary wood
introduces the confidence karma method written in a engaging style it offers a unique whole life
approach that develops your existing skills and strengths in small achievable meaningful steps it
builds resilience by working on mindfulness and also changing your attitudes toward yourself from
three different angles of feelings actions and thoughts it raises aspirations and helps you to reach
your potential by addressing motivation values and goal setting from a physical perspective it
considers the impact on confidence and esteem of breathing relaxation health exercise and body
language

Long-lasting peaces
2015-08-01

using data from the world values survey this book sheds light on the link between happiness and
the social group to which one belongs the work is based on a rigorous statistical analysis of
differences in the probability of happiness and life satisfaction between the predominant social
group and subordinate groups the cases of india and south africa receive deep attention in
dedicated chapters on cast and race with other chapters considering issues such as cultural bias
religion patriarchy and gender an additional chapter offers a global perspective on top of this the
longitudinal nature of the data facilitates an examination of how world happiness has evolved
between 1994 and 2014 this book will be a valuable reference for advanced students scholars and
policymakers involved in development economics well being development geography and sociology

Prescription for Lasting Success
2012-07-18

a self study exam preparatory guide for financial technical analysis certifications written by the
course director and owner of tradermasterclass com a leading source of live and online courses in
trading technical analysis and money management a handbook of technical analysis the practitioner
s comprehensive guide to technical analysis is the first financial technical analysis examination
preparatory book in the market it is appropriate for students taking ifta cfte level i and ii us sta
diploma uk dip ta aus and mta cmt level i ii and iii exams in financial technical analysis as well as
for students in undergraduate graduate or mba courses the book is also an excellent resource for
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serious traders and technical analysts and includes a chapter dedicated to advanced money
management techniques this chapter helps complete a student s education and also provides
indispensable knowledge for forex bond stock futures cfd and option traders learn the definitions
concepts application integration and execution of technical based trading tools and approaches
integrate innovative techniques for pinpointing and handling market reversals understand trading
mechanisms and advanced money management techniques examine the weaknesses of popular
technical approaches and find more effective solutions the book allows readers to test their current
knowledge and then check their learning with end of chapter test questions that span essays
multiple choice and chart based annotation exercises this handbook is an essential resource for
students instructors and practitioners in the field alongside the handbook the author will also
publish two full exam preparatory workbooks and a bonus online q a test bank built around the
most popular professional examinations in financial technical analysis

How to build a healthy and lasting relationship?
2018-10

some recent trends in macroeconomic theory and practice a critique of keynesian macroeconomics
the basic neoclassical model extension of the neoclassical model long term policy analysis the
rational expectations hypothesis macroeconomic policy and rational expectations theory and
practice

Book 3: Practical Skills for Lasting Behaviour Change
2008-07

this unique volume focuses on coastal archaeology lithic analysis and ceramic analysis within the
study of new england archaeology these topics represent the major research interests of the late
distinguished archaeologist barbara e luedtke to whom the volume is dedicated during her 25 year
career in new england archaeology luedtke paved the way for numerous investigations and
archaeologists in the region this book reflects her scholarship s enormous impact and lasting
impression on her colleagues and the development of new england archaeology the authors discuss
various issues pertaining primarily to native american settlement subsistence and technology in
new england from as early as the first human occupation of the region approximately 10 000 b c e
until shortly after european colonization 400 years ago they also present methodologies results
analyses interpretations and syntheses of important regional studies which complement and
challenge existing models and knowledge since some of the papers address current methodological
approaches this book is relevant to other geographic areas providing a comparative framework for
evaluating archaeological research elsewhere

Impact of Long-Lasting Insecticidal-Treated Nets and
Artemisinin-based Combination Therapies Measured Using
Surveillance Data, in Four African Countries
2012-01-01

based on in depth interviews by skilled clinicians with husbands and wives who have been married
more than 20 years mackey and o brien explore how spouses adapt to each other from the early
years of marriage through the parenting years and into the post parenting or empty nest years
purposively selected for inclusion were spouses representing religious ethnic racial and educational
diversity given increased life expectancies couples who stay together will remain together for
longer periods of time as longevity extends into the seventies eighties and beyond it is critical to
identify the significant dynamics which contribute to satisfaction among couples in stable
marriages this book responds to this need each chapter focuses on an important theme in these
long term marital relationships mackey and o brien first explore the beginnings of the relationships
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and the recollections of how respondents were attracted initially the next chapters focus on
dimensions of marriage as they evolve over time collective themes emerging from the interviews
are explored in relationship to gender ethnicity religion and education in view of increased life
expectancies couples who stay together will remain together for longer periods of time as longevity
extends into the seventies eighties and beyond it is critical to identify the significant dynamics
which contribute to satisfaction among couples in stable marriages this book responds to this need
among sociologists psychologists social workers marriage and family counselors and general adult
readers interested in gender cultural differences and interpersonal relationships

Unlock Your Confidence: Find the Keys to Lasting Change
through the Confidence Karma Method
1955

anchoring his schema in the belief that nonorganic disorders are disturbances in adaptation
explicable within a depth psychological framework gedo posits two broad categories of functional
disorder apraxias that represent any failure to learn adaptively essential skills and disorders of
what her terms obligatory repetition within both categories of disorder gedo avers the vicissitudes
of mental functioning are understandable in terms of regression to relatively archaic modes of
function and the reversal of regression and return to expectable modes of adult function it follwos
from gedo s understanding of how and why the mind becomes disordered that diagnosis utilizing
psychoanalytic principles can only be based on the succession of transference constellations
encountered in treatment since these constellations invariably pinpoint the developmental impasses
in which maladaptive repetitive patterns and the failure to learn basic psychological skills are
rooted for purposes of understanding a variety of apraxic and repetitive disorders gedo equates
such basic skills not only with the three major psychobiological attainments he has invoked in the
past but with the development of adequate perception cognition affectivity and communication
skills beautifullu organized lucidly written and richly illustrated with case vignettes the mind in
disorder is not only the thoughtful yield of an outstanding clinician s three decades of experience it
is also the first psychoanalytic book since otto fenichel s masterwork of 1945 the psychoanalytic
theory of neurosis to take the issue of how we conceptualize psychopathology as its central focus

The Annual Survey of Psychoanalysis
1895

henri lefebvre is undoubtedly one of the most influential thinkers in the field of urban space and its
organization his theories offer reflections still valid for analyzing social relations in urban areas
affected by the crisis of the neoliberal economic system lefebvre s ideal of the right to the city is
now more widely accepted given today s current cultural and social situation most current research
on henri lefebvre refers solely to his ideas and their theoretical discussion without focusing on the
empirical transcription of the philosopher this book fills this gap and proposes examples about the
empirical use of henri lefebvre s sociology from the perspective of different cities and researchers
in order to understand the city and its evolutions in the context of neoliberal globalization the book
s main purpose is to revisit lefebvre s still relevant key concepts to propose new comprehensions of
the contemporary city case studies in this book will show also that the reception of lefebvrian
concepts differs across different contexts depending on the social and political circumstances of
each country the debates in this book both expand the scope of urban imagination and help to
reinvigorate unify and empower shared desires for just urban outcomes the contributions to this
book also illuminate the everyday choices concerning the form and social processes of the city and
the inspiration that they draw from lefebvre s theoretical legacy in the realm of urban sociology

An Analysis and Summary of Thucydides
2020-10-14
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change through time in psychoanalysis presents a new stage of the work done through the ipa
committee on clinical observation between 2014 and 2020 the advances in our method the three
level model 3 lm and our clinical thinking in this new volume ideas on observational research
clinical narratives based on 3 lm group discussions and adaptations of the model for training
candidates show more experience more depth more answers and of course new questions
contributors from three regions of the ipa have written extended case studies of 10 psychoanalyses
rich in verbatim session material focusing on the main dimensions of the patient s psychic
functioning specific changes in the analytic process and related interventional strategies the reader
will find in the method and in the clinical narratives new and clarifying points of view in the
observation of transformations in patients in psychoanalysis and of the analysts techniques useful
both in professional development and in teaching candidates

A Quantitative Analysis of Regional Well-Being
2015-12-07

The Handbook of Technical Analysis + Test Bank
1997
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1879
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